s Abstract Nonadiabatic effects play an important role in many areas of physics and chemistry. The coupling between electrons and nuclei may, for example, lead to the formation of a conical intersection between potential energy surfaces, which provides an efficient pathway for radiationless decay between electronic states. At such intersections the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down, and unexpected dynamical processes result, which can be observed spectroscopically. We review the basic theory required to understand and describe conical, and related, intersections. A simple model is presented, which can be used to classify the different types of intersections known. An example is also given using wavepacket dynamics simulations to demonstrate the prototypical features of how a molecular system passes through a conical intersection.
INTRODUCTION
The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation (1, 2) is the keystone to the visualization of chemical processes. By separating the electronic and nuclear motion, it enables us to picture molecules as a set of nuclei moving over a potential energy surface provided by the electrons. Whereas the validity of this approximation for the vast majority of chemistry is not in doubt, it is now clear that in many important cases the approximation breaks down. The nuclear and electronic motion then couple, and unexpected phenomena may arise.
This breakdown is particularly common in the photochemistry of polyatomic molecules, where there are a large number of energetically close-lying electronic states and many nuclear degrees of freedom. A particularly striking and important example of the result of the coupling between nuclei and electrons, termed vibronic coupling, is a conical intersection between electronic states. Conical intersections, 0066-426X/04/0601-0127$14.00 also called photochemical funnels, provide pathways for ultrafast interstate crossing, i.e., on the femtosecond timescale. As a number of recent publications show, the existence and relevance of such intersections is no longer in doubt (3-7).
Early studies on conical intersections focused on the Jahn-Teller effect (8) (9) (10) . The high symmetry of this problem makes it particularly amenable to simple models. The first demonstration of the effect of a conical intersection on a general, non-Jahn-Teller, system was made in the study of an unexpected band in the photoelectron spectrum of butatriene (11, 12) . This band can only be explained by a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation at the conical intersection connecting two adjacent states. Other similar examples were then found in the photoelectron spectra of molecules such as allene (13) , benzene (14) , and heterocycles (15) . All these cases involve doublet states. An early example in which singlet states are involved was found in the absorption spectrum of pyrazine (16, 17) . Here, the band associated with the S 2 electronic state is a diffuse band; a conical intersection with the S 1 electronic state means that the vibronic states in this region of the spectrum have a very short lifetime.
In the past few years, many new examples of non-Jahn-Teller conical intersections have been found. They are now known to be a common feature of the photochemistry of organic molecules (5, 18, 19) , and they even perform a crucial role in some biological systems. It will be noted that most papers cited in this article are theoretical works. This is because the presence of a conical intersection can usually only be inferred from experimental data, but confirmation requires a study of the relevant potential surfaces. A good example of this is shown by studies on all-trans octatetraene. Experimental data showed that a radiationless decay pathway opens up when the molecule has energy above a certain threshold (20) . Calculations then show that this is attributable to a conical intersection that could only be reached along a pathway with a barrier (21) .
An example of the role played by a conical intersection in organic photochemistry is found in the anomalous fluorescence of azulene: The fluorescence is from S 2 , rather than S 1 . The latter state is coupled to the ground state, and radiationless decay through an intersection occurs instead of fluorescence (22) . Another typical example of the mechanistic importance of conical intersections is found in the cistrans isomerization of molecules such as butadiene (23) and retinal (24) . The latter is involved in the function of the rhodopsin protein. Conical intersections also play a role in the unwanted fast relaxation of cyanine dyes (25) . As a final example, a conical intersection is central to the mechanism of the photochromic dihydroazulene/vinylheptafulvene pair. It ensures that the photoreaction only goes in one direction (26) . In all these systems, the intersection is on the pathway from the photoexcited state to the products, and the system is instantaneously transferred back to the ground state after undergoing the initial photochemistry in the excited state.
More direct evidence for a conical intersection can now be provided by femtosecond laser experiments. These are able to produce detailed information about the potential energy surface of a system. Pump-probe experiments have shown, for example, the involvement of conical intersections in the ring opening of 129 1,3,-cyclohexadiene (27) and the photodissociation of metal hexacarbonyls (28) . Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy is also being used to produce detailed information on the nonadiabatic dynamics of a range of systems. Examples include the relaxation dynamics in benzene derivatives, azobenzene isomerization, and proton transfer in hydroxybenzaldehyde (29) . The theory of applying pumpprobe experiments to non-adiabatic systems is reviewed in (30) .
In this review article, we shall give an overview of the theoretical framework required to understand and describe nonadiabatic chemistry. A sketch of the theory will first be made in Section 2, aimed at giving research workers at the edge of this field the knowledge required of the concepts and basic nomenclature. A more detailed exposition, pointing to some of the subtleties in the theory is then given later in Section 5. One phenomenon related to nonadiabatic coupling that we shall not go into is the geometric, or Berry, phase effect. This is the surprising effect that an electronic wavefunction changes sign on traveling around a conical intersection. It is, however, only relevant in adiabatic calculations, i.e., using a single potential energy surface, and is not required when treating the whole manifold of coupled states, as we do here. For further details on this effect see, e.g., Reference 31.
One aim of the review is to help rationalize and fix nomenclature, which is sometimes used in a conflicting way by different authors. A good example is the names used for approximations to the Schrödinger equation. As it is the natural result from the Born-Oppenheimer wavefunction ansatz, we use Born-Oppenheimer approximation for the situation when the diagonal nonadiabatic coupling term is added to the potential energy surface provided by the electrons. The name BornHuang approximation is also valid here. The term adiabatic approximation is then used when the nonadiabatic term is completely neglected.
A confusion is also present in the name given to a system in which a conical intersection is present between nondegenerate electronic states. Some authors call this second-order Jahn-Teller, others pseudo-Jahn-Teller. We use the general term vibronic coupling in this case-the former term is easily confused with the JahnTeller effect in which second-order terms play a role, whereas pseudo-Jahn-Teller we reserve for the special case when a Jahn-Teller system is perturbed by an interaction with another state. In Section 2.3 a classification is given of the most common types of conical intersection.
The role conical intersections play in the time-evolution of a system is intrinsically dynamical: the passage through an intersection depends on the previous time-evolution, i.e., on the initial conditions and the topology of the potential surface crossed. There are a wide variety of methods that have been developed to simulate the dynamics of molecular systems. These can be divided into two main classes depending on whether the nuclei are treated as classical or quantum particles. In the former, the nuclear wavepacket is approximated by an ensemble of particles that follow classical trajectories. In the latter, the nuclear wavepacket is described including all quantum effects, such as interference between different parts of the packet. These effects are absent from classical simulations. A third
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WORTH CEDERBAUM class, known as semi-classical methods, adds some missing quantum effects to classical simulations.
Nonadiabatic dynamics are inherently quantum mechanical owing to the coupling between the nuclei and the electrons. Thus, while simple classical molecular dynamics can often describe adiabatic processes very well, they are simply unable to describe nonadiabatic ones. The most common semi-classical methods have been reviewed in recent articles (32) (33) (34) (35) , and we do not go into them further here. In Section 3, we provide an overview of the quantum dynamics method of wavepacket propagation (36) (37) (38) . This, and in particular the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) algorithm (39) (40) (41) , has been used with great success to bring insight into the complicated dynamics that occur as a polyatomic system passes through a conical intersection.
Of course, for the study of nuclear dynamics of a system an appropriate Hamiltonian is also required. For truly polyatomic molecules it is a hard, if not impossible, task to set up the analytic potential functions required. In Section 3.2, an overview is given of the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian (3). This is a simple model that has been used to describe a number of systems. It was, for example, used in the butatriene study mentioned above, which is a prototypical example of a general conical intersection. We shall use this model to demonstrate the theoretical concepts and pictures used in the description of dynamics through a conical intersection.
Throughout we use a bold font to signify vectors and matrices. Operators are denoted by aˆ. Unless otherwise stated, R and r are the nuclear and electronic coordinates, respectively. ∇ is the derivative operator with respect to the nuclear coordinates, with components ∇ α = ∂/∂ R α . It should be noted that references to the literature are by no means exhaustive. Owing to the space available, references are chosen more with the aim of pointing the reader to further material, rather than honoring all the work that has been made in this field.
NONADIABATIC MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

General Outline
Our aim is to describe the properties and time-evolution of a molecular system. For this we need to solve the Schrödinger equation
whereĤ is the molecular Hamiltonian and the wavefunction. In particular, we wish to do this with explicit reference to the nuclei, implicitly describing the electrons by a state label.
As a starting point, the full Hamiltonian for the nuclei and electrons is written as a sum of two terms
whereT n is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and all the other terms are included in the electronic Hamiltonian,Ĥ el . We now define the adiabatic electronic wavefunctions as the solutions to the clamped nuclei eigenvalue equation
There is a different set of these equations for each nuclear configuration, and i (r; R) are thus parametrically dependent on R. Using these functions as a basis in which to describe the electronic part of the wavefunction, the Schrödinger equation can be written (see Section 5.1) in matrix notation,
where V is a diagonal matrix of the potential energy surfaces defined by Equation 3, χ the nuclear wavefunction with components on the various surfaces, andΛ is the matrix of nonadiabatic coupling operators. The Schrödinger equation, Equation 4 , involves the complete, infinite, set of adiabatic electronic states. Fortunately, owing to the nature of the nonadiabatic coupling, only states close in energy couple significantly. Thus, the set of states included can be truncated to include only the relevant group. If only a finite set of states is included, decoupled from the other adiabatic states, Equation 4 is no longer the full Schrödinger equation but is called the group BornOppenheimer approximation. The dimensions of theΛ matrix are now the number of states in the set. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is obtained in the limit that the set contains a single state. If, furthermore, the nonadiabatic coupling matrix is completely ignored, all states are decoupled from one another. The picture is then a simple one of the nuclei moving over a potential surface formed by the electrons in the system. This is the familiar adiabatic approximation. The justification for these steps, and resulting approximations, is detailed in Section 5.2.
In the time-independent form, for a particular potential energy surface, the adiabatic approximation to the Schrödinger equation is
and the χ are the possible nuclear eigenstates of the system. For example, if a harmonic approximation of the potential surface around the equilibrium geometry is made, then the wavefunctions are the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions, the Hermite polynomials. Returning to the time-dependent form, if χ is an eigenfunction, it simply oscillates with a phase related to its energy. If, however, χ is a superposition of eigenfunctions specified at time t = 0 by the experimental preparation of the system, it is a wavepacket that will evolve over the surface in a possibly complicated manner.
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WORTH CEDERBAUM The nonadiabatic operators,ˆ i j , are nonlocal, derivative, operators. They depend inversely on the mass of the system, and on the derivative coupling vector
The full relationship is given in Equations 45-48. The mass relationship is the justification for the adiabatic approximation-large mass leads to small Λ. However, from the second relationship for the derivative coupling, the nonadiabatic coupling also depends inversely on the energy gap between surfaces. As the gap narrows, the coupling increases, outweighing the mass factor and inducing coupling between the nuclear motion on different surfaces. Thus, a wavepacket initially on one surface will spread to another in a region where they are energetically close without losing energy, i.e., radiationless transitions can occur. Importantly, if two surfaces become degenerate, the coupling becomes infinite. We can say more about the topology around such a point by moving from the adiabatic picture, which has been used up to now, to what is termed the diabatic picture. This is achieved by a unitary transformation of the adiabatic electronic wavefunctions at each point in spacẽ = S(R) (8) such that the Schrödinger equation can be written
Although it has not been differentiated, the diabatic nuclear functions in Equation 9 are transformed compared with the adiabatic functions in Equation 4 . This is a much easier form of the Schrödinger equation to deal with as the coupling terms are now contained in the diabatic potential matrix W that has only local, potential-like, terms.
A further advantage of moving to a diabatic basis is that problems caused by geometric (or Berry) phase effect are circumvented. The adiabatic electronic functions are defined in Equation 3 only up to a phase factor. Subtle effects can arise as a result of this, the classic result being that, on taking a path around a conical intersection, the electronic wavefunction changes sign on returning to the starting point (31) . This sign change also takes place in the nuclear function, which can lead to surprising interference effects. The transformation from Equation 4 to Equation 9 takes care, automatically, of all effects caused by the geometric phase, which do not need to be included explicitly.
The Conical Intersection
As the diabatic potential operator in Equation 9 is a matrix of functions of the coordinates, it can be used to make some general statements about possible degeneracies of states and the topology of the potential surfaces where this occurs.
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To do this we expand the potential matrix elements as Taylor expansions around a particular point, R 0 . This could be a point of degeneracy, the Franck-Condon point, or indeed any other point of interest. Collecting terms of the same order together
At R 0 we then take the diabatic basis to be equal to the adiabatic basis. This is possible as Equation 8 defines the diabatic basis only up to a constant unitary transformation (see Section 5.3). The zero-order matrix is then diagonal, with
Furthermore, owing to the properties of the diabatic functions, the first-order matrix elements can be expressed in the adiabatic basis at R 0 as
Here R is the displacement vector relative to R 0 . The diagonal expansion coefficients are thus the adiabatic forces, whereas the off-diagonal expansion coefficients are related to the derivative couplings in Equation 7 . The adiabatic potential energy surfaces are the eigenvalues of the diabatic potential matrices
Thus, for a two-state system, the adiabatic surfaces can be analytically expressed as
where, in terms of the diabatic potential energy matrix elements, W i j ,
To develop our notation further, we write the first-order terms as
where κ (κ (2) − κ (1) ) is the gradient difference vector and λ the linear coupling vector, with elements defined by the integral in Equation 12 with s = s . Finally, we define the coordinates x 1 , x 2 along unit vectors parallel to the gradient difference and linear coupling, respectively.
We now return to the expression for the adiabatic surfaces, Equation 14 , and take R 0 to be a point of degeneracy. This occurs when
Whereas this may happen due to a particular constellation of the relevant integrals, this will in general happen only if the two terms are independent, i.e., they are functions of different coordinates. Thus, if there is only one degree of freedom and the two states have the same symmetry, this is extremely unlikely, and an avoided crossing results-the well-known noncrossing rule. In contrast, if the states of a diatomic have different symmetries, the surfaces can cross because, by symmetry arguments, W 12 = 0 everywhere. In polyatomics the number of degrees of freedom means that the conditions for degeneracy may, in principle, always be fulfilled irrespective of the symmetry of the states involved. This will be detailed further in the next section. Near the degeneracy, ≈ δ.R and W 12 ≈ λ.R. Thus, to first order, the degeneracy is lifted in the space spanned by the vectors δ and λ. Furthermore, from Equation 14 , the topology of the surfaces are a double-cone meeting at the point of degeneracy. The space of the two vectors is termed the branching space (42) or the g-h plane (4) . Orthogonal to the branching space is the intersection space in which the degeneracy is not lifted. If N is the number of internal coordinates, this space thus forms a N − 2 dimensional seam, at each point of which is a conical intersection.
Classification of Conical Intersections
Symmetry plays a crucial role in the description and classification of conical intersections. The elements of the linear coupling and gradient difference vectors, defined in Equation 17 , are nonzero only if the product of the symmetries of the two relevant electronic states and a nuclear coordinate contain the totally symmetric representation, i.e.,
where s , s , and α are the irreducible representations of the electronic states and nuclear coordinate, respectively. As a result, if the two states have different symmetries the gradient difference will only have components along the totally symmetric nuclear coordinates, and the linear coupling will be nonzero only for coordinates with a nontotally symmetric representation, determined by the point group of the system. The two vectors are obviously orthogonal and thus independent of one another, and we can simply state that two states of different symmetries can form a conical intersection. A knowledge of the point group will also say which degrees of freedom are involved in the branching space. A special case occurs when the states involved are symmetrically degenerate, e.g., belong to an E or T representation. As shown below, this necessarily leads to vibronic coupling and a symmetry-determined conical intersection. This is at the heart of the Jahn-Teller effect. Cases where states of different symmetry interact are called symmetry-induced intersections; the symmetry shows they may exist, but whether this actually occurs depends on the relevant integrals. It is, of course, still possible for a conical intersection to be present between states of the same symmetry, or where no symmetry is present, if the conditions exist that and W 12 are independent. This case is simply termed an accidental conical intersection.
We now expand the diabatic potential matrix around a point of degeneracy, and transform the coordinates so that the normalized gradient difference and linear coupling vectors are the first two components, i.e., (R 1 , R 2 , . . .) → (x 1 , x 2 , . . .).
To study the topology in the vicinity of the conical intersection, it suffices to expand the matrix elements to terms linear in the coordinates. In order to obtain a more global view, we also add second order (quadratic) terms, but assume that the differences between these terms for the two states are negligible. The diabatic Hamiltonian in the branching space can then be written
where ω 1 and ω 2 are effective frequencies along the branching space vectors, σ is the modulus of the force sum vector σ = (κ (1) + κ (2) ), and δ and λ are the moduli of the gradient difference and linear coupling vectors, respectively. Note that there is no bilinear term in x 1 x 2 because of the different symmetries of the vectors. This general expression, which is a cut through the full multidimensional surfaces with all other coordinates kept at 0, can be used to examine the topology around an intersection.
Two different topologies of the associated adiabatic surfaces that depend on the relative magnitudes of σ and δ can be distinguished (42) . The difference is caused by the signs of the force vectors κ (1) and κ (2) along the direction of the gradient difference, δ. If the signs are the same, σ > δ and a sloped intersection results, whereas if the signs are different, σ < δ and a peaked intersection is formed. The adiabatic surfaces for the two cases are shown in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively. In both cases, the typical features of a conical intersection are present. The lower surface has two minima, separated by a ridge, and the upper surface is a narrow cone. In the case of the sloped intersection, the upper surface has a minimum below the intersection point, whereas in the peaked case the intersection is the lowest energy point on the upper surface.
The minima on the lower surface lead to symmetry breaking, i.e., the stable configurations have a lower symmetry than at the intersection point which would be the energy minimum in the absence of vibronic coupling. In fact, this symmetry breaking only occurs if the coupling is strong enough. If it is present but too weak the double well may not form (see pp. 102-9 in Reference 3).
If the two states are degenerate, for example a 2 E state, then the extra symmetry simplifies the potential matrix further. In the point groups D 4h , D 4 , C 4h , C 4v , C 4 , S 4 , and D 2d , the product of symmetries for the electronic states is
Thus, nonzero linear matrix elements involve modes with one of three symmetries, A 1 , B 1 or B 2 . A 1 cannot, however, break the symmetry of a system, and so modes of B 1 and B 2 form the linear coupling and gradient difference vectors. Because of the symmetry of the system, the force on each state at the intersection is equal and opposite, and so σ = 0. With ω 1 = ω 2 = ω, the Hamiltonian is otherwise unchanged from Equation 20 , and the intersection is peaked. Shown in Figure 1c , the extra symmetry compared with the generic peaked intersection in Figure 1b is clear. This is an example of the Jahn-Teller effect. The theorem states that a degenerate orbital that is partially filled will lead to a distortion such that the degeneracy is lifted. The formation of the double minima on the lower adiabatic surface is responsible for this effect. Types of Jahn-Teller interactions are classified by the number of degenerate states involved and the symmetry of the Jahn-Teller active modes that split the degeneracy. The case just described is the E × β Jahn-Teller effect, where the E is the electronic symbol and β stands for the B symmetry of the nuclear modes.
In point groups other than those listed above, the twofold degeneracy is lifted by a degenerate vibration. This is the E × Jahn-Teller effect. Now the expansion coefficient is identical for both on-and off-diagonal terms and
The adiabatic surfaces from this potential matrix are shown in Figure 1d . Often called the "Mexican hat" potential, the minima on the lower surface form a smooth, rotationally symmetric well. The topology around the conical intersection is thus determined by the linear model of Equations 20 or 22. Moving away from this point, however, higher-order terms can become important. This is particularly well demonstrated in the E × Jahn-Teller effect. Because of symmetry, they again can only appear in a particular way in the diabatic Hamiltonian:
The adiabatic surfaces from this potential matrix are shown in Figure 1e . We can see the effect of the quadratic terms. Ridges have appeared dividing the smooth bowl into three minima. The larger the second-order terms the more pronounced the ridges are, and eventually they can form further conical intersections with the upper surface (43) . For a discussion of the topology of intersecting surfaces caused by bilinear and quadratic terms, see Reference 44.
The symmetry and simplicity of the Hamiltonian for Jahn-Teller systems is shown by transforming to polar coordinates ρ, φ, which are related to the derivative coupling and gradient difference by
Rotating the electronic basis to ± = 1 ± i 2 we obtain
The associated adiabatic surfaces are
In the linear case, this reduces to V ± = 1 2 ρ 2 ±λρ, the equation of two shifted oscillators independent of the angle. In the second-order case, the threefold degeneracy in the angle is now apparent.
In linear molecules, a doubly degenerate state arises when the orbital angular momentum around the molecular axis, , is greater than 0. The degeneracy is split on bending the molecule and there are two orthogonal bending directions that provide the branching space. These modes however do not have the correct symmetry to provide linear coupling between the states, and the second-order term is the one that provides the coupling. This is the Renner-Teller effect (45) and, as the coupling is caused by second-order terms, the surfaces meet at a tangent, a glancing intersection, rather than at the peak of a cone. It is thus not a true conical intersection, but is included here for completeness, to show how the model can be developed to cover other cases. Five Renner-Teller cases are possible, depending on the nature of the second-order coupling for the different states (46) . Figure 1f shows a type B intersection with equal frequencies for the two states, which are both "repulsive," i.e., the second derivative of the adiabatic surface at the intersection is positive.
There are further cases that can be derived and classified in this manner. Here we have concentrated on the basic case with two states through vibronic coupling. More than two states may also interact in this manner. For example, the T × τ Jahn-Teller effect, where a triply degenerate electronic state is split by a triply degenerate molecular vibration, can be analyzed in the same way (47) . Some other important cases, such as -coupling in linear molecules and pseudo-JahnTeller coupling, are described in Section 4.
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDIES
Wavepacket Dynamics
In quantum molecular dynamics, the aim is to directly solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the nuclear motion on the coupled surfaces for the starting conditions appropriate to an experiment (real or imaginary). In general, the equation to be solved can be written 
There are n κ basis functions, φ (κ) , for the degree of freedom with coordinate R κ . The solution to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is then given by the time-evolution of the expansion coefficients:
where the Hamiltonian operators are represented in the basis set
A huge simplification can be made if a discrete variable representation (DVR) basis is used (48) . These are orthonormal functions that approximate deltafunctions on points in space. The wavefunction is then effectively represented on a set of grid points. The potential operator is simple to evaluate as it is diagonal in this basis. At the same time the construction of the basis allows easy evaluation of the kinetic energy operator integrals. The collocation method is similar in that the wavefunction is represented on a grid. In this case, the kinetic energy is evaluated using a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) (49) . Combined with powerful integration schemes (50), these grid-based methods have become the standard method for wavepacket propagation (36, 38, 51) .
The method is not only easy to implement, but the results are easy to visualize. The wavepacket is initially set up on the grid and, driven by the system Hamiltonian, flows through space. Properties of interest can of course then be extracted from it as a function of time. The method, however, has a major drawback, namely the size of the basis set required. As can be seen in Equation 28 , we have a direct product basis composed of all possible combinations of one-dimensional primitive basis functions. The number of configurations thus rises exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. This restricts the systems that can be treated to 4-6 degrees of freedom, much smaller than that required to treat many polyatomic molecules with interesting photochemistry.
Possibly the most powerful and flexible development of the wavepacket propagation methods is the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method (39, 40) . In order to reach larger systems, the basis functions are made 139 time-dependent and the wavefunction ansatz, Equation 28 , is changed to
Now a variational method is used to provide equations of motion for both the expansion coefficients and the basis functions, known as single-particle functions. These functions, which in turn must be represented by time-independent primitive basis functions, thus evolve so as to optimally describe the evolving wavepacket, and the basis set required is minimized. A full account of the technical aspects of the method are given in the recent reviews (35, 41) . The MCTDH method has been used to treat the nonadiabatic dynamics in systems such as the absorption spectrum of pyrazine (17, 52) , the photoelectron spectrum and electron transfer in allene (13, 53) , and the photoelectron spectrum in butatriene (54) . These molecules were treated including all degrees of freedom, 24, 15, and 18, respectively, coupled to two states. In a study on the benzene radical cation, 5 coupled states and 13 nuclear degrees of freedom were included (55) . It is the only method, at present, capable of accurately treating systems of this size. The results have thus made an important contribution to the study of dynamics through a conical intersection.
The Vibronic Coupling Hamiltonian
The diabatic Hamiltonian in Equation 9 , together with the expansion of the diabatic potential matrix, Equation 10, provides an ideal starting point for a simple, general, model Hamiltonian able to describe the topology around a conical intersection (3). Of course, if the diabatic potential matrix is completely known, there is no need to use a model. In real, polyatomic molecules this is, however, a nearly impossible task, and the model is of great help for our basic understanding of the effect of a conical intersection. Rather than expanding the diabatic potential around the intersection, the expansion point is chosen to be the Franck-Condon point, which is the ground-state equilibrium geometry. This allows a good simultaneous description of the ground and excited states, which is required for a dynamics simulation.
The vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian is
In the basic model, the zero-order Hamiltonian is the ground-state Hamiltonian in a harmonic oscillator approximation
The coordinates, Q, are the ground-state normal mode coordinates, written here in dimensionless, mass-frequency-scaled, units. The diabatic operator matrices, W (n) , then add terms to fit the model potentials to the excited state manifold potential energy functions as closely as possible. In a number of studies, it has been shown that this model is ideally suited for processes in which the excitation occurs from the ground state into a manifold where the conical intersection is close to the Franck-Condon point. In such cases, the passage to the intersection, and motion through it, dominates the dynamics, and this is well-described by a short expansion. Often only a first-order diabatic matrix is required. The symmetry rules presented above in Equation 19 then dictate which vibrational modes are present in the first-order matrix, and so a rationale can be given for a reduced-dimensionality model. Examples where it has been successfully applied include the cations of butatriene, ethylene, benzene, hydrogen cyanide, ozone, and nitrogen trioxide, as well as the pyrazine and nitrogen dioxide molecules [see references in (52)]. In some cases, second-order terms have been included, in particular for the pyrazine molecule (17) and allene cation (13) . In the latter case these were found to be essential, even for a qualitative description of the spectrum.
A Prototypical Intersection: Butatriene
As an example we shall look at the butatriene molecule, C 4 H 4 , a member of the cumulene family. It has a linear, conjugated carbon chain with two hydrogen atoms at each end. As shown in Figure 2 , the first and second bands in the photoelectron spectrum arise from removing an electron from the π -orbitals above and below the molecular plane (the HOMO), or the π -orbital in the plane. Between these bands, which occur at the energies predicted by calculations, there is found an unexpected structured band that occurs entirely because of the presence of a conical intersection between the two states.
At the Franck-Condon geometry, the molecule is planar with a D 2h point group. The ground-and first-excited states of the radical cation, which are responsible for the first two bands in the photoelectron spectrum at this geometry, are 2 B 2g and 2 B 2u , respectively. The linear vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian for this molecule is thus
where the sum for the on-diagonal coupling terms runs over the four totally symmetric vibrational modes, Q 8 , Q 12 , Q 14 , and Q 15 , and Q 5 is the mode of A u symmetry that couples the two states. H 0 is the neutral ground-state surface in the harmonic approximation of Equation 33 . The excited-state surface is identical to the ground-state surface for all but the five modes involved in the linear coupling, and these thirteen modes are not excited on electronic excitation. Ignoring these modes, the spectrum of the five-dimensional Hamiltonian can be easily obtained and is shown in Figure 3a structure of the two bands at either end is well-reproduced and, more importantly, the presence and structure of the central band is correct.
The quadratic and bilinear vibronic coupling terms have been worked out in (54), but they are not given here for brevity. In this second-order model all 18 modes take part. The spectrum from this model is shown in Figure 3b . It is even closer to the experimental spectrum. The quality of the spectrum from the linear model, however, shows that this part of the Hamiltonian is dominant in the description of this process.
The model can be easily analyzed to obtain much information about the system (3). For example, using the vector with components (Q 5 , Q 8 , Q 12 , Q 14 , Q 15 ), the force at the Franck-Condon point is
8 , κ
12 , κ
14 , κ
15 .
This is the initial direction that will be taken by the center of the wavepacket after the excitation. The parameters for the five-mode linear model are given in Table  1 . Thus F FC = (0.000, −0.059, 0.010, 0.342, 0.032) and the initial motion is principally along the central C-C stretch mode, Q 14 , meaning that this is the mode excited most. Also of interest is the lowest energy point of the conical intersection seam. The totally symmetric coordinates of this are given by
with δ the gradient difference, σ the gradient sum, and
while the coupling mode stays at zero. For the five-mode butatriene model, Q CoIn = (0.000, 0.538, −0.058, −1.054, −0.059). Putting this into the potential energy expression, the energy at this point is E CoIn = 9.881eV . This is 0.075 eV below the Franck-Condon point. 0.253, 0.036) and λ = (0.288, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000). The branching space at Q CoIn is thus effectively the two modes {Q 5 , Q 14 }. At this point, σ = 0.185 and δ = 0.255, and it is a peaked intersection.
The adiabatic picture wavepacket dynamics of the butatriene molecule in the excited state manifold containing the conical intersection is shown in Figure 4 . In this study a five-mode linear coupling model has been used in which the coupling mode coordinate has been replaced by an angle to better describe this degree of freedom, which is the torsional motion (54, 56) . The initial wavepacket is the neutral ground-state vibrational wavefunction. Vertical excitation places this wavepacket on the upper diabatic state centered on the Franck-Condon point. The change in potential surface on excitation accelerates the wavepacket across the upper cone. On meeting the conical intersection, part of the wavepacket, and thus system population, is instantaneously transferred to the lower state. The rate of population transfer is shown in Figure 5 . The initial lag as the wavepacket finds its way to the intersection, followed by the ultrafast transfer of population, is clear. After approximately 45 fs the wavepacket returns to the intersection region and a recurrence occurs, with a small, short-lived, population transfer back up to the upper state. Note that the initial decay is clearly not exponential.
Returning to Figure 4 , let us look at how the wavepacket moves away from the intersection. Having approached the intersection along the totally symmetric modes, it now bifurcates and starts to also move in the direction of the linear Figure 5 The butatrieneÃ adiabatic state population calculated using a five-dimensional linear model Hamiltonian. See Figure 4 for details.
coupling. Thus energy is transferred to this mode due to the nonadiabatic coupling. If this was not the case this nontotally symmetric mode would not be activated by the electronic excitation. The wavepacket then moves around the lower surface, before it coherently returns to the intersection point.
Dense Spectra: The Impact of Weakly Coupled Modes
In Section 3.3 it was shown, using the butatriene molecule, that a conical intersection can result in unexpected features in a spectrum. In other systems, vibronic coupling leads to a dense spectrum that cannot be resolved. The second band in the photoelectron spectrum of ethene (C 2 H 4 ) is a typical example (57) . Although this molecule is structurally close to butatriene, the energy gap between the ground-and first-excited state of the radical cation is larger, and there is no spectral band connecting the bands from these two states. Vibronic coupling, however, mixes the states from the upper band with the high-lying vibronic states from the lower electronic state. The resulting set of vibronic states is very large and so the spectrum is dense. Other classic examples of this are found in the absorption spectra of pyrazine (16, 17) and NO 2 (3, 58), where vibronic coupling to a lower state results in a broad, fairly featureless, band for the S 2 ( 1 B 3u ) andÃ 2 B 2 states, respectively.
In such dense spectra the individual lines are no longer of interest, and it is often not possible to assign them to particular quantum states of the molecule. Statistical analysis of the behavior of the density of states is, however, able to extract information about the nature of the system (59, 60) . In particular, it is possible to connect the spectrum to characteristics of the Hamiltonian, such as whether the system is chaotic, ergodic, or integrable.
As in the butatriene case above, spectra from these systems can be described using the vibronic-coupling model Hamiltonian. Here, however, the weakly coupled modes are found to be far more important. For pyrazine, there are four modes that strongly couple in the linear model. Using a realistic resolution, however, the resulting spectrum is much too structured, and the spectral envelope is only correctly reproduced when the second-order model including all twenty-four modes is used (17) . This is shown in Figure 6 , and the comparison between the experimental and final calculated spectrum is seen to be very good indeed. To emphasize the density of the spectrum, it is estimated that the total number of energetically accessible vibronic states below 220 nm are of the order of 10 12 (17) . In addition to studying the full twenty-four-mode model, it is also instructive to study the four-mode pyrazine model weakly coupled to a bath of oscillators (61, 52) . Although it does not reproduce the experimental spectrum, it is possible to see how the bath speeds up the transfer of population between the two states. The adiabatic state populations as a function of time are shown in Figure 7 with baths of five and ten oscillators. Furthermore, it has been observed that the bath effectively filters out certain frequencies, reducing the lifetime of these while not affecting others (62) .
Figure 6
The absorption spectrum for the pyrazine S 2 state, comparing the experimental spectrum (dotted line) with that calculated using a second-order vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian ( full line). The calculation was made using the MCTDH wavepacket propagation method, and the spectrum obtained from the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. The spectral lines have been folded with a narrow Lorentzian-like function with a width of 9 meV, which is of the order of the spectrometer resolution. From Reference 17. 
OTHER TYPES OF INTERSECTIONS
Up to this point we have concentrated on the situation where two states are coupled by vibronic interactions leading to a conical intersection between the states. Whereas these are the most common type of intersection, intersections with other topologies are also possible. One example is given by the glancing intersection found in the Renner-Teller effect, which has already been introduced in Section 2.3, above. In this section a few other types of intersection found in molecular systems are described.
In linear molecules, in addition to the Renner-Teller effect, a vibronic coupling mechanism is often found to be important involving coupling between a and a nearby state. This -coupling occurs in two possible ways, depending on whether the molecule is C ∞v or D ∞h . In the former point group, coupling between the states is via the antisymmetric stretch, and is linear. The resulting conical intersection between the states is found to be important, for example, in the photoelectron spectrum of HCN (3). If the molecule belongs to the D ∞h point group, then linear coupling would only be possible via a mode with g symmetry. This is not present in a triatomic molecule, and, as a result, the coupling is bilinear, involving the product of the bend and the antisymmetric stretch. An example of this coupling is found in CO + 2 . This bilinear coupling gives rise to a nonconical intersection with a particular topology, and if the symmetric stretch mode is also included then a biconical intersection results (63) .
The pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect is similar to the -coupling in that it is the result of a degenerate, Jahn-Teller state, interacting with a further state. This has been found to play a role in a number of systems, including a C 3v Jahn-Teller system in Na 3 (64) . The pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect can be very subtle, and the dynamics on the lower adiabatic surface is changed from that expected for a JahnTeller system, even if the coupling is small (65) . Another case is found in the photoelectron spectrum of allene (13) . Here, the coupling means that theB 2 B 2 band is diffuse, and overlaps the lowerÃ 2 E band. Coupling between states may also be caused by interactions other than vibronic. Spin-orbit coupling can play a role, and is known to affect the splitting of states both in Jahn-Teller systems (10) as well as other odd-electron systems containing a conical intersection (66) . One result is that the branching space is changed from two degrees of freedom to five (three in the case of C s symmetry).
Rotational motion is also affected by the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and can contribute to coupling between states. A general theory of rovibronic-coupling has been given (67), which has been applied to Na 3 (68) . Related vibronic levels, i.e., eigenstates of the vibronic-coupling Hamiltonian studied above, can interact via rotational motion. This leads to distinct patterns of final states depending on the relative magnitude of the vibronic splitting and rotational constants.
So far, we have not discriminated between bound and dissociative electronic states. It is thus clear that conical intersections can be found between a bound and a dissociative state. The resulting topology means that long-lived, resonant, states may exist in the cone of the intersection because of coupling of a vibrationalbound state to the continuum (69) . Surprisingly, some of the vibronic states that one would expect to be resonances, turn out to be true bound states embedded in the continuum (70) . This is entirely due to nonadiabaticity: These bound states become short-lived in the adiabatic approximation.
The electronic states can themselves be nonstationary and possess a finite lifetime. Such resonant electronic states are crucial for the description of a variety of processes involving a continuum of electronic states (71), as they contain the major physics of the system. They, in turn, can couple vibronically to each other, or to other states. However, as the corresponding surfaces are not real but complex, the resulting intersection is not conical, but has a special topology called a squareroot intersection (72) . The intersections of potential energy surfaces of short-lived states-the complex analog of conical intersections-has been recently studied in some detail (73) .
A final point to note is that external fields also affect vibronic coupling. This has been investigated thoroughly for the case of molecules in a magnetic field. The field means that the usual Born-Oppenheimer approximation must be changed to include the screening of the nuclear charges by the electrons, and it has been found that this screening is provided by the nonadiabatic coupling (74, 75) . Thus, magnetic fields affect the vibronic coupling directly and are even able to induce a conical intersection in a diatomic by coupling the vibrational mode to rotation around the magnetic field axis (76).
DERIVATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE NUCLEAR SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION
In this section, details of the theoretical machinery used to solve the Schrödinger equation are given to supplement the outline in Section 2. The starting point is the Born representation for the wavefunction. This is ideally suited for the separation of nuclear and electronic motion, and naturally leads to a language of nuclei moving over potential energy surfaces provided by the electrons in adiabatic electronic state. Nonadiabatic terms then couple the motion on the various surfaces.
The Born Representation
The molecular Hamiltonian,Ĥ , can be written
whereT n ,T e are the kinetic energy operators for the nuclei and electrons, respectively, andÛ is the potential energy function, a function of electrons at r and nuclei at R. The familiar clamped-nucleus Hamiltonian is obtained by setting the nuclear kinetic energy to zero,Ĥ el (r; R) =T e (r) +Û (r; R). (39) In this operator, the nuclear coordinate acts as a parameter. For any value of R, its eigenvalues, V, and eigenfunctions, , can be found from
The set of eigenfunctions are complete and orthonormal. They are usually taken to be real. By using these functions as a basis set in which to expand the total wavefunction, they can be used to solve the full Schrödinger equation, Equation 1 . Thus
where the χ i are nuclear functions that act as the expansion coefficients. This is known as the Born representation (2, 77) . In most situations it is formally exact. Doubts have been expressed as to its validity for the description of continuum states (78) , but it can be reasonably argued that even here it is justified (79) . We now insert Equation 41 into the Schrödinger equation, Equation 1, multiply from the left by one particular electronic function, j , and integrate over the electronic coordinates. This leads to coupled equations for the expansion coefficients in Equation 41
where the matrix elementsˆ
are the nonadiabatic coupling operators. They are operators in the space of the nuclear coordinates and describe the dynamical interaction between the electronic and nuclear motion. Equation 42 is Equation 4 in Section 2 above. Before proceeding further, a few important quantities are now introduced. This is made easier by assuming a particular, general, form for the kinetic energy operator. Using atomic units and scaled rectangular coordinates we take,
where ∇ 2 = ∇.∇ is the usual Laplacian operator, and M a suitable mass-scale. Using this form,ˆ
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is the derivative coupling vector already defined in Equation 7 of Section 2, and the number
is the scalar coupling. Curvilinear coordinates may, of course, be more suitable for the problem at hand (see e.g., Reference 80), and then the nonadiabatic coupling terms will be more complicated (81) . Using Equations 45 and 47, and the relationship
it is possible to rewrite the nuclear Schrödinger equation, Equation 42 , as (81)
This suggestive form, in which the kinetic energy operator has been replaced by the dressed kinetic energy operator (∇ + F) 2 , has analogies with gauge theories (82, 83) and is a helpful starting point for further investigations (81).
The Born-Oppenheimer and Group Born-Oppenheimer Approximations
Returning to the nuclear Schrödinger equation, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is obtained if, in place of the multiconfiguration ansatz (41), the wavefunction is represented by a single product (R, r) = χ (R) (r; R).
The procedure for solving the Schrödinger equation used previously to obtain Equation 42 then results in
whereˆ =ˆ ii is the diagonal nonadiabatic coupling operator for the state of interest. This is clearly Equation 42 with the off-diagonal elements of the nonadiabatic coupling operator,ˆ i j , set to zero. Furthermore, if the electronic wavefunction is real, thenˆ = G/2M. Some authors refer to Equation 51 as the adiabatic approximation. We, however, reserve this name for the further approximation whenˆ is completely ignored, i.e.,
Born & Oppenheimer (1) used perturbation theory to justify the use of the adiabatic ansatz (Equation 50), expanding the Schrödinger equation in powers of κ = (1/M) 1 4 . This is detailed in Chapter II.1 of Reference 7 and references therein. Thus, as is well-known, the separability of the electronic and nuclear motion rests on the large difference of electronic and nuclear masses. This is reflected in Equation 45 , where it is clear that a large mass should lead to a lowered importance of the nonadiabatic operators. For this reason, the use of Equation 51 or 52 is largely a question of taste-when the adiabatic ansatz holds, the nonadiabatic operators implicitly disappear. It could even be argued that if the on-diagonal operatorˆ ii is significant, then the validity of the ansatz is questionable.
Unfortunately,ˆ depends not only on the mass, but also on the derivative coupling, F. By applying the gradient operator ∇ to the electronic Schrödinger equation, Equation 40 , Equation 46 leads readily to the off-diagonal form of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem given in Equation 7 . The diagonal elements of this matrix are zero. Furthermore, while the denominator does not say anything about the magnitude of this operator, the numerator tells us that in the vicinity of a degeneracy the derivative coupling can be very large, and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation will break down. In particular, when two potential energy surfaces meet the coupling becomes singular and the approximation is meaningless (3). This is what happens at a conical intersection.
From Equation 7 we can, however, see that the coupling between states well separated in energy is small. Arguments similar to those used above for the BornOppenheimer approximation can then be used to truncate the nuclear Schrödinger equation, Equation 42 or 49, by ignoring the nonadiabatic couplingˆ i j between such weakly coupled states. Thus, we obtain the group Born-Oppenheimer approximation (81)
using the superscript (g) to explicitly show that only a subset of states, {χ g }, are included in the nuclear wavefunction vector. This equation is equivalent to Equation 4 in Section 2 where only the set of states {g} have been included in the nonadiabatic operator matrix. The dressed kinetic-energy operator in the curly brackets still includes coupling to states outside the group of states of interest. This is made clear by arranging Equation 53 to
where the "dressed potential-energy" matrix elements are given by
with the sum running over states outside the selected group. Accepting that, by assumption, the mass is large and the derivative coupling to states outside the group {g} is small, the last sum can also be ignored. Thus we finally obtain
which is called the group adiabatic approximation. The step from the group Born-Oppenheimer to the group adiabatic approximation is a subtle one. Indeed, it is possible to go straight from the nuclear Schrödinger equation to the group adiabatic approximation simply by ignoring the terms in F ik /M, which are small. The reason for not doing this is to highlight the difference between the (group) Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which rests on a separation of the nuclear and electronic motion, and the adiabatic approximation, which rests additionally on the size of the derivative coupling between states. We reiterate here, however, that the former is only valid when the latter is true. The superscript (g) can now be dropped, and it will be assumed that all the important states are included.
Diabatic States
The group-adiabatic approximation to the nuclear Schrödinger equation, Equation 56 , is still difficult to solve due to the presence of terms in F.∇. This nonlocal operator describes the coupling between electronic states by the nuclear momentum. Not only do we have more experience in thinking of couplings in terms of potential terms, but this operator is singular in the vicinity of an intersection. For practical calculations it is thus desirable to use a diabatic basis, a formulation which reaches back to the early days of quantum mechanics (84) (85) (86) (87) (88) . As mentioned in Section 2, this involves a unitary transformation of the electronic basis set = S(R) .
Under this local transformation, the group Born-Oppenheimer equation, Equation 54 , is transformed to
whereF is the transformed derivative coupling matrix,
andW the transformed dressed potential matrix
Note that χ is also transformed from the original adiabatic nuclear functions, but for simplicity the ∼ is not written. As the forms of Equation 54 and Equation 58
are the same, it is said that the group Born-Oppenheimer equation (and in the limit of a complete group this includes the full Schrödinger equation) is invariant to a local gauge transformation. Equation 58 is thus a gauge theoretical formulation of the nuclear motion, a concept which is developed further in (81). What we have achieved by the transformation is that the Schrödinger equation in (Equation 58 ) is expressed in an arbitrary basis whereas in (Equation 54 ) it is expressed in the basis of adiabatic electronic functions. Thus the question can now be asked as to whether a local gauge (a particular transformation) exists in which the nonadiabatic couplings are nullified. From Equation 59, this will be true if
The resulting Schrödinger equation
has a diagonal kinetic energy operator and, as initially desired, the couplings between the electronic states are in the potential energy matrix. This is the diabatic form of the Schrödinger equation.
If we had started with the group adiabatic approximation, rather than the BornOppenheimer, then the local gauge change directly relates the adiabatic to the diabatic potentials byW
which is Equation 13 in Section 2. Note that the adiabatic-diabatic transformation matrix is defined by Equation 61 only up to a constant and a global, R-independent, unitary transformation, U, can be added without altering the condition. Thus we could also takeS(R) = S(R)U . The local transformation, S(R), is defined by the requirement that the nonadiabatic coupling operators are transformed away and replaced by the potential coupling terms. The diabatic basis is then fixed by the global transformation so that it is equal to the adiabatic basis at a suitable point, i.e., U = S † (R 0 ). How this is chosen is a matter of descriptive convenience and does not change the physics of the system.
A question that has received much attention in the literature is whether strictly diabatic states exist, i.e., can Equation 61 be solved (89) . The simplest analysis of the problem is found by looking at the second derivatives of the adiabatic-diabatic transformation matrix as the condition
is a necessary and sufficient condition for Equation 61 to have a solution. Introducing the gauge field tensor with components
which can be related to the derivative coupling vector by the components making up the scalar coupling (see Equations 47 and 48) , it is found that Equation 64 is equivalent to requiring that all the components of the gauge field tensor are zero. This tensor can also be written
where the sum runs over the states outside the group, and F α, jk is the αth component of the derivative coupling vector. The final result is thus that strictly diabatic states are possible only if the derivative coupling between the states in the group to those outside it is negligible. This highlights the difference between the adiabatic and diabatic pictures. The group adiabatic Schrödinger equation is valid if the ratio F ik /M coupling states inside and outside the group are negligible. To be able to form strictly diabatic states, however, it is required that the derivative coupling itself, rather than the ratio with the mass, is negligible.
Ignoring the crude adiabatic picture, in which a complete set of adiabatic functions at one nuclear configuration are used as a diabatic basis, a strictly diabatic basis can only be formed for a one-dimensional problem, e.g., a diatomic molecule. In this case, Equation 61 can be integrated along the coordinate to uniquely define the transformation matrix. In all other cases, one can only obtain what is termed a quasi-diabatic basis, in which the transformation aims to minimize the nonadiabatic operator. The contributions to the derivative couplings are thus divided into removable and nonremovable parts.
Although it might seem that diabatic states are not rigorous enough to be useful, this is not the case. First, so long as the group of states is energetically well separated from the other states, the nonremovable part of the couplings can be neglected for most practical purposes, and the quasi-diabatic representation is as good as the group adiabatic approximation. Second, even if the nonremovable parts are not negligible, the singularities of the couplings are all contained in the removable terms, as they are caused by states becoming degenerate, and all states that cross must be contained in the group. In practice, quasi-diabatic states are essential for numerical simulations.
A number of different schemes have been developed for providing the diabatic states (90) . For example, Baer et al. solve Equation 61 as a line integral to obtain the transformation matrix directly (91, 92) . Cederbaum et al. (81) use a block diagonalization of the electronic Hamiltonian to produce optimal quasi-diabatic states, a procedure that, in contrast to that of Baer, does not require evaluation of the derivative coupling vector. A simple method can also be used to remove just the removable contribution to the nonadiabatic coupling at an intersection to produce regularized diabatic states (93) .
Other methods follow properties of the adiabatic wavefunction through a crossing to obtain states that change smoothly with the nuclear coordinate (94) . These include following the dipole moment (95) and maximizing the overlap between wavefunctions at neighboring site (96) . A final approach is to retain configurational uniformity by projecting the electronic wavefunction onto suitable diabatic templates (97, 98).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this review an outline is given for the theoretical description of the features of nonadiabatic processes. Starting from the Schrödinger equation, it was shown how the electronic states are coupled to the nuclear motion, and which approximations can be used to separate a few, strongly coupled, states from the full, infinite set of states. The conditions that must be fulfilled for a conical intersection to form were then given. It was finally shown that a range of types of intersections are possible, depending on the symmetry of the system and the relative sizes of the different parameters describing the coupling.
Using the vibronic coupling model Hamiltonian, a typical example was then given to show how a molecular system passes through a conical intersection. The passage is a quantum mechanical process and wavepacket dynamics show how the evolving wavefunction has a complicated structure, retaining its coherence. The multidimensional nature of the process is also demonstrated, with the wavepacket bifurcating in the two-dimensional space known as the branching space. This space may be composed from many nuclear degrees of freedom, and energy transfer occurs between this set of modes, which are coupled by the nonadiabatic transition.
We now understand the character and effect of conical intersections on a system. The challenge at present is to transfer this knowledge from simple cases, where an intersection completely dominates the system dynamics, to more general cases, where competition may be found between alternative pathways. The pathway from the Franck-Condon point to an intersection may also not be as straightforward as the simple model requires. Experimental characterization of conical intersections is becoming a more common occurrence. To treat these systems theoretically, we need to be able to calculate the potential surfaces and couplings accurately for a range of systems and geometries, as well as extend the abilities of the dynamics methods to the systems of interest. The work reviewed here provides the bedrock for these studies. The molecular dynamics of butatriene through the conical intersection in the adiabatic picture after initial vertical population of the upper diabatic state. The left-hand column is the wavepacket in the lower electronic state, and the right-hand column the upper state, taken at 10-fs intervals. The top panel shows the respective potential energy surfaces. The system is modeled using a five-dimensional linear model Hamiltonian, with the coupling mode described by a torsion angle. The wavepacket evolution has been calculated using the MCTDH method. Taken from (56) .
